
DevMan for Social Responsibility

The challenge

Giving sufficient attention to administer 
your funding applications and grantee 
spend, while not neglecting the important 
evaluation process can be a challenge. 

DevMan streamlines the admin and helps 
your organization be more results driven.

We know your organisation 
aims to support meaningful 
projects through effective 
application management. 

Well managed Social Responsibility programmes create opportunities for all South 
Africans and continue to be vitally needed.

Why do you need DevMan?

It’s complete – whether your steps are simply: invite, acknowledge, offer/decline and pay or you 
follow a more rigorous grant cycle including evaluation to measure impact - DevMan can cater for 
you.

It’s flexible – No two organisations use the same business processes. DevMan provides easy to 
use front-end configuration to:
• Define data fields to match your terminology and business process. 
• Easily set up conditional workflow to match your project life cycle.

It interacts - DevMan provides communication tools to help you keep in touch with colleagues, 
applicants, grantees and donor partners.  Records of these vital interactions are logged. 

It integrates – ‘Talks’ to core administration,  finance and communication systems and a growing 
suite of online services.



DevMan provides access for all your staff, tracking key milestones, guiding the project 
workflow and providing transparency on project progress, enabling you to track the 
project life cycle and return on investment.

Business support

Support business process with a central online system that creates 
transparency between departments and office locations.

• Dashboards and reporting
• Financial processes
• Electronic copies of documents

Administration

Capture and prioritise applications for thorough assessment through fields designed to assist in information 
collection. 

• Review applications and make shortlist selection
• Extract detailed reports of shortlisted candidates
• Gather and store required data and documentation electronically
• Prepare board recommendation papers
• Communicate outcomes to all applicants

Board members

Track current project and spend status directly 
online:

• Review proposals
• Audit current spend
• Peruse practitioner activities directly online

Practitioners & Finance

Manage and keep track of each applicants details including interactions and communications.  

• Record key data and interactions with beneficiary organisations
• Review intervention impact using monitoring and evaluation tools
• Identify current status of the project
• Log tranches and payments
• General project admin

A central tool for your entire team

Events team

Manage events directly from your contact database:

• Track event status
• Online RSVP
• Selected questions for groups of invitees such as 

VIPS meal preference, number of seats etc.
• Track attendance and participation



Monitoring and evaluation

Monitoring and Evaluation tools are an integral component to measure your return 
on investment. DevMan helps you manage the process by allowing you to:

• Generate report reminders when they are due
• Upload and store reports as attachments for easy access
• Report on application status, focus areas, spend and more
• Dashboards for quick views

Project life-cycle

Your team needs to track the project life cycle and return on investment
per beneficiary organisation. Our solution enables you to do this from
start to finish driving efficiency and improving monitoring and evaluation
requirements.

DevMan’s configurable workflow helps you manage this. For example:

Online application

Instead of a paper based application form, the online application allows applicants
to submit proposals for funding directly online. The data feeds straight into your
DevMan database.

• Applications are automatically logged on DevMan
• Online forms pre-screen applicants ensuring they meet minimum requirements
• Generate automatic communication for received applications
• Respond to applicants directly from within DevMan

DevMan’s core features are key to project management.

Some of these are highlighted below.

Business process management

• Control workflow with a pre-defined path ensuring administrators perform certain tasks at specific 
intervals

• Record workflow steps such as project milestones and status
• Assign tasks and reminders to project managers and administrators
• Generate reminders within DevMan for timely reporting
• Draw data in meaningful ways to assist with decision making


